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Abstract
Entity synonyms play a significant role in entity-based tasks. Previous approaches use linguistic syntax, distributional, and
semantic features to expand entity synonym sets from text corpora. Due to the flexibility and complexity of the Chinese
language expression, the aforementioned approaches are still difficult to expand entity synonym sets robustly from Chinese
text, because these approaches fail to track holistic semantics among entities and suffer from error propagation. This paper
introduces an approach for expanding Chinese entity synonym sets based on bilateral context and filtering strategy. Specifi-
cally, the approach consists of two novel components. First, a bilateral-context-based Siamese network classifier is proposed
to determine whether a new entity should be inserted into the existing entity synonym set. The classifier tracks the holistic
semantics of bilateral contexts and is capable of imposing soft holistic semantic constraints to improve synonym prediction.
Second, a filtering-strategy-based set expansion algorithm is presented to generate Chinese entity synonym sets. The filtering
strategy enhances semantic and domain consistencies to filter out wrong synonym entities, thereby mitigating error prop-
agation. Experimental results on two Chinese real-world datasets demonstrate that the proposed approach is effective and
outperforms the selected existing state-of-the-art approaches to the Chinese entity synonym set expansion task.

Keywords Synonym set expansion · Siamese network · Bilateral context · Filtering strategy

Introduction

Mining entity synonym set is an important task for many
entity-based downstream applications, such as knowledge
graph construction [1–4], taxonomy learning [5–8], and
question answering [9–11]. An entity synonym set usually
contains several different strings representing an identical
entity [12–14]. For example, English strings {“The United
States”, “America”, “USA”} are the alternative ways to rep-
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resent the real entity “The United States of America” and
Chinese strings {“洋芋”, “土豆”} are the alternative ways to
represent the real entity “马铃薯 (potato)”. Take the question
“Do you need a visa for the USA?” as an example, under-
standing “USA” refers to a country “The United States of
America” is crucial for an artificial intelligence system to
satisfy the user information need [15].

The existing approaches use linguistic syntax, distribu-
tional, and semantic features to expand entity synonym
sets from English text corpora. These approaches can be
grouped into four categories: pattern-based approaches [16–
19], distribution-based approaches [20–25], graph-based
approaches [26–29], and two-step approaches [15, 30–32].

However, due to the flexibility and complexity of the Chi-
nese language expression, it is still difficult to expand entity
synonym sets robustly from Chinese text [33]. From a lin-
guistic point of view, Chinese is an ideogram language with
complex and irregular grammar, lexical structure, and seman-
tics. For example, Chinese has no specific tenses and voices
and no distinction between singular and plural forms. In addi-
tion, the word order of Chinese is significantly different from
that of English, and there are no spaces betweenwords inChi-
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nese [6]. Therefore, the aforementioned approaches are not
necessarily suitable for expanding entity synonym sets from
Chinese text and have the following limitations:

– Weak holistic semantic inference: Distribution-based
approaches usually consider distributional statistics and
similarity information, andgraph-based approaches often
use clustering algorithms. This may lead to the loss of
holistic semantics among entities.

– Unsatisfactory robustness: Manual/semimanual and
pattern-based approaches achieve relatively high preci-
sionbut low recall,whereas distribution-based approaches
achieve relatively high recall but low precision.

– Error propagation:Graph-based and two-step approaches
often suffer from error propagation. This is because the
available resources used by graph-based approaches and
the first task of the two-step approaches are not all cor-
rect. These issues lead to the propagation of errors in
subsequent processing.

– Lack of labeled training datasets: Distribution-based
and two-step approaches usually require labeled train-
ing datasets to train a detection model. However, the
labeled Chinese entity synonym set training datasets are
not always available and are expensive to develop.

In this work, we propose a bilateral context and filtering
strategy approach to mitigate the aforementioned limitations
and improve the expansion of Chinese entity synonym sets.
Specifically, the approach first obtains a large-scale Chi-
nese entity vocabulary using a Chinese knowledge base and
applies an entity linker to acquire distant supervision knowl-
edge. Second, a bilateral-context-based Siamese network
classifier is developed to evaluate an input Chinese entity
for its inclusion into the existing synonym set. The classifier
tracks the holistic semantics of bilateral contexts and is capa-
ble of imposing soft holistic semantic constraints to improve
synonym prediction. Third, an entity synonym set expan-
sion algorithm combined with the bilateral-context-based
Siamese network classifier and an entity expansion filter-
ing strategy is used to expand the Chinese entity synonym
sets. The filtering strategy consists of similarity filtering and
domain filtering. The strategy is capable of enhancing seman-
tic and domain consistencies to filter out wrong Chinese
synonym entities and mitigate the problem of error propa-
gation caused by the Siamese network classifier.

The main contributions of this study are threefold:

– We propose a bilateral-context-based Siamese network
classifier to track Chinese synonyms.

– We propose a filtering-strategy-based set expansion algo-
rithm to expand Chinese entity synonym sets.

– Two Chinese real-world entity synonym set expansion
datasets are constructed. The datasets and the source

code of our approach are available at https://github.com/
huangsubin/CNSynSetE.

The proposed approach is applied to two Chinese real-
world entity synonym set datasets. A detailed experimental
analysis and evaluation of the proposed approach is per-
formed and the results are compared with those of selected
state-of-the-art existing approaches. The results demonstrate
that the proposed approach is effective and outperforms the
existing state-of-the-art approaches used for the Chinese
entity synonym set expansion task. In addition, the ablation
and case studies demonstrate that the bilateral context and the
entity filtering strategy play a significant role in improving
the performance of the proposed approach.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
A brief overview of the existing synonym set discovery
approaches and the main features of the proposed approach
are presented in the section “Related works”. The details of
the proposed approach are discussed in the section “Materi-
als and methods”. Experimental results are presented and
analyzed in the section “Experiments”. Conclusions and
directions for future studies are presented in the section “Con-
clusion”.

Related works

Various approaches to discover synonym sets from text using
intelligent technologies (e.g., data mining and deep learn-
ing) are available. These approaches can be grouped into
four types: pattern-based, distribution-based, graph-based,
and two-step approaches.

Pattern-based approaches

The pattern-based approach was first proposed by Hearst
[34]. Such an approach uses predefined lexical patterns
(e.g., N1 such as N2, where N1 and N2 denote nouns or
noun phrases) to acquire hyponyms [6]. Following [34],
some researchers employed pattern-based approaches to dis-
cover synonym sets from text. For example, based on the
predefined lexical pattern (e.g., N3 refers to N4, where
N3 and N4 denote nouns or noun phrases), the pattern-
based approach can infer that {N3, N4} is a synonym
set.

However, manually predefining the synonymous lexi-
cal patterns is time-consuming and laborious. Therefore,
subsequent studies were devoted to automatically acquir-
ing synonymous lexical patterns from corpora. McCrae and
Collier [16] first presented an approach to discover syn-
onym patterns. Next, they used the generated patterns to
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build synonym feature vectors and exploited logistic regres-
sion to predict synonym sets. Wang et al. [17] presented
a pattern-construction method to mine verb synonyms and
antonyms. They used multiple patterns to improve the recall
of verb synonyms and antonyms. Nguyen et al. [19] pro-
posed a pattern-based neural network approach to discover
synonyms. They used lexical patterns extracted from the syn-
tactic parse trees and exploited the distance of the syntactic
path to capture new patterns.

For the Chinese language, Kwong and Tsou [35] used
lexical items to extend and enhance Tongyici Cilin (a Chi-
nese synonym dictionary). Li and Lu [18] proposed a hybrid
mining approach to discover Chinese noun/verb synonym
sets. They used syntactic patterns and semantic knowledge
to improve the performance of Chinese noun/verb synonym
set extraction.

Distribution-based approaches

Based on the distributional hypothesis [20], distribution-
based approaches use distributional statistical features to
mine synonym sets. These approaches consider that words
presented in identical or similar contexts are more likely to
be synonyms. For instance, the synonymous words “United
State” and “USA” often appear in identical or similar con-
texts. Distribution-based approaches represent words using
distributional statistical features and use these features to
learn whether the given words are synonymous [21]. These
approaches usually discover synonym sets based on the exist-
ing synonym seeds.

Turney [22] proposed an unsupervised approach for dis-
covering synonyms. They used information retrieval (IR)
and pointwise mutual information (PMI) to decide whether
the given words are synonymous. Chakrabarti et al. [23]
presented a general framework for robustly mining syn-
onyms. They used the pseudo-document similarity function
and query context similarity to capture the synonymous
features and used the MapReduce technology to discover
synonyms from large-scale Web text. Qu et al. [21] pro-
posed an automatic method for discovering synonyms from
domain-specific text. They used corpus-level distributional
features and textual patterns to enhance the synonym signals
of distant supervision. Zhang et al. [25] proposed a synonym
discovery approach using a distributional-hypothesis-based
multicontext setting. They presented a neural network model
with multiple pieces of contexts to learn whether two given
entities are synonymous.

For the Chinese language, Yu et al. [36] evaluated the per-
formance of two distributional statistical features, namely
PMI and a 5-gram language models, on Chinese synonym
choice and reported that the 5-gram language model outper-
formed the PMI in terms of accuracy. Gan [37] studied the

collocations of Chinese synonym sets. They used the distri-
butional statistic feature named mutual information (MI) to
analyze the collected corpus and the Chinese synonyms from
the aspects of prosody, register, and semantic features. Ma et
al. [24] proposed a Chinese synonym extraction approach
based on multidistribution features. They used three dis-
tribution features to score the candidate synonym sets and
regarded synonym extraction as a ranking task.

Graph-based approaches

Graph-based approaches first build a graph in which nodes
denote entities and edges denote the relationship between the
entities. Next, these approaches use a clustering algorithm to
induce synonyms from the graph [28]. Generally, the graph
is built from available resources (e.g., Web link text or Wik-
tionary).

Dorow and Widdows [26] proposed an unsupervised
method for learning word sense. They used a graph model
to represent words and their relationships. Furthermore, they
used aMarkov clustering algorithm to discover synonym sets
from the graph. Based on word embeddings and synonym
dictionaries, Ustalov et al. [28] proposed a weighted graph-
based synonym discovery approach. First, they constructed a
weighted synonym graph from available resources and used
word sense induction to process ambiguouswords.Next, they
used a meta-clustering algorithm to discover synonym sets
from the weighted graph. Ercan and Haziyev [29] presented
an automatic synonym construction approach based on a
translation graph. They built a translation graph using multi-
ple Wiktionaries and used clustering, greedy, and supervised
learning algorithms to discover synonyms from the transla-
tion graph.

For the Chinese language, Lu and Hou [38] proposed a
Chinese synonym-acquiring approach using a wiki reposi-
tory. They constructed an associated word graph using rela-
tional links extracted from the wiki repository and used the
PageRank algorithm to mine synonyms from the associated
word graph. Duan et al. [27] proposed a sememe-tree-based
approach for reducing Chinese synonyms. They used the
distances between words in the sememe tree to reduce the
synonyms.

Two-step approaches

Two-step approaches deploy two sequential subtasks to
discover the entity synonym sets. Such approaches first
train a synonym prediction model to determine whether
the given candidate string pairs are synonymous. Subse-
quently, the approach uses a synonym expansion algorithm
combined with the above prediction model to acquire the
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synonym sets. These approaches are usually capable of
extracting semantic relations among candidate strings and
grouping all synonyms together from candidate strings [13,
15].

Ren and Cheng [30] proposed an approach including a
heterogeneous graph-based data model and a graph-based
ranking algorithm to discover synonyms fromweb text. They
exploited string names, some important structured attributes,
subqueries, and tailed web pages to acquire more synonyms.
Shen et al. [31] proposed an approach including a context fea-
ture selection method and a ranking-based ensemble model
to mine synonym sets from free-text corpora. Shen et al.
[15] presented an efficient entity synonym set generation
approach to mine entity synonym sets. They constructed a
set-instance classifier to determine whether given candidate
string pairs are synonymous and used a set generation algo-
rithm to expand entity synonym sets.

For the Chinese language, Huang et al. [32] proposed an
approach including extraction and cleaning steps for gener-
ating Chinese entity synonym sets. In the extraction step,
they used direct extraction, pattern-based extraction, and
neural mining extraction to obtain candidate Chinese entity
synonym sets. In the cleaning step, they used lexical and
semantic rules, domain filtering, and similarity filtering to
improve the accuracy of the obtained Chinese entity syn-
onym sets.

Discussion

In the above subsection, four synonym set discovery
approaches are reviewed. Here, the main features of our
approach and the approaches reviewed above will be dis-
cussed in detail.

Pattern-based approaches can achieve relatively high
accuracy. However, these approaches often suffer from low
coverage. In contrast, distribution-based approaches usu-
ally achieve relatively high coverage but have low accuracy.
Graph-based approaches usually use a clustering algorithm
(e.g., Markov clustering and PageRank algorithms) to dis-
cover synonyms. However, these approaches lose synony-
mous semantics in graph-based synonym clustering, which
renders the accuracy and coverage of synonym mining
unsatisfactory. Most two-step approaches are supervised.
Such approaches require labeled synonym datasets. How-
ever, labeled synonym datasets are not always available and
are expensive to develop.

The bilateral context and filtering strategy-based approach
proposed herein achieves a large-scale Chinese entity vocab-
ulary based on the Chinese knowledge base and applies an
entity linker to generate Chinese entity synonym set datasets
using the Chinese encyclopedia. To capture more synony-
mous semantics, a bilateral-context-based Siamese network

classifier is proposed to determine whether a new input Chi-
nese entity should be inserted into an existing synonym
set. The holistic association semantics of bilateral contexts
among entities are fused into this classifier, which is capable
of imposing soft holistic semantic constraints for determin-
ing whether a new input Chinese entity instance should be
inserted into an existing synonym set to improve the robust-
ness of the classifier. In the entity synonym set expansion
algorithm, the proposed approach presents an entity expan-
sion filtering strategy for filtering incorrect Chinese synonym
entities, thereby mitigating the problem of error propaga-
tion.

Materials andmethods

This section introduces the definitions of the concepts
involved and the framework of the proposed approach. Fur-
thermore, it includes a detailed discussion on its framework
and components.

Definitions and problem statement

First, we introduce some important concepts.

• Synonym. Synonyms are strings or words that have the
same or almost the same meaning in a language [15].
Synonyms are ubiquitous in all human natural languages.
For example, “USA” and “United States” refer to the
same country; “Abuse” and “Maltreatment” mean cruel
or inhumane treatment.

• Entity synonym set. An entity synonym set denotes a
group of strings or words that represents an identical or
similar entity in a language. For example, {“The United
Kingdom”, “Britain”, “U.K.”} is an entity synonym set,
because the strings in the set denote the same country:
“UnitedKingdomofGreatBritain andNorthern Ireland”.

• Knowledge base. A knowledge base contains many enti-
ties and facts [15, 21]. This study focuses on exploiting
the entities in the Chinese knowledge base to acquire
Chinese entity synonym set datasets from the Chinese
encyclopedia.

• Problem statement. Given a Chinese text corpus C and
a vocabulary V generated from C , the objective of this
study is to expand Chinese entity synonym sets from V
based on the clues (e.g., bilateral context and filtering
features) mined from C and V . Actually, the entity syn-
onyms are transitive (entities cannot bemultivocalwords)
and symmetric.

Transitive: (a
syn→ b ∧ b

syn→ c) ⇒ (a
syn→ c).

Symmetric: (a
syn→ b) ⇒ (b

syn→ a).
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Fig. 1 Framework of the proposed approach to Chinese entity synonym set expansion

Here, a, b and c are the strings or words in V . Relation

a
syn→ b denotes that a and b are synonymous. Therefore,

in an entity synonym set, all entities are synonymouswith
each other.

Overview of framework

As depicted in Fig. 1, the framework of the proposed
approach toChinese entity synonym set expansion comprises
three components: distant supervision knowledge acquisi-
tion, bilateral-context-based Siamese network classifier, and
entity synonym set expansion algorithm.

• Distant supervision knowledge acquisition: This compo-
nent entails obtaining the Chinese entity vocabulary from
the Chinese knowledge base and acquiring entity syn-
onym set datasets from Chinese web corpora using the
Chinese encyclopedia as training supervision signals.

• Bilateral-context-based Siamese network classifier: A
classifier is built to determine whether a new input Chi-
nese entity should be inserted into the existing Chinese
entity synonym set. The classifier contains a Siamese
network with entity bilateral context and is capable of
learning more synonymous features.

• Entity synonym set expansion algorithm: A filtering-
strategy-based set expansion algorithm is designed to
expand Chinese entity synonym sets. The algorithm is
combined with the bilateral-context-based Siamese net-
work classifier and entity expansion filtering strategy to
improve the performance of the Chinese entity synonym
set expansion task.

Fig. 2 Entity synonyms in Chinese encyclopedia

Distant supervision knowledge acquisition

A knowledge base consists of many entities and facts. Such
entities and facts are capable of providing distant supervi-
sion signals to mine more entity synonym sets from raw
text corpora [21, 39]. We use a Chinese knowledge base,
named CN-Dbpedia [2], to construct Chinese entity vocabu-
lary V and then automatically obtain a collection of Chinese
synonym sets from the Chinese encyclopedia named Baidu
Encyclopedia.Asdepicted inFig. 2, someChinese entity syn-
onyms are available from Baidu Encyclopedia. For example,
if a Chinese entitymention has synonyms, there is an infobox
named “别称 (alternative name)” for enumerating the syn-
onymentities of the entitymention [32]. Therefore,wemerge
the entity mention into the enumerated entity synonyms and
obtain a collection of Chinese entity synonym sets named
CN-SynSets. The following rule is employed to reduce the
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Algorithm 1 Set-entity pair generation algorithm
Input: (1) A synonym set dataset SynSet = {BDSynSetT ra or SGSynSetT ra}; (2) a Negative sample number k.
Output: SE Ps: a collection of set-entity pairs for SynSet
1: Initial set-entity pair collection, let SE Ps → { };
2: for each Syni ∈ SynSet do
3: for each ti ∈ Syni do
4: Generate a positive set-term pair pos j = {(t1, · · · , ti−1, · · · , ti+1, · · · , tn); ti ; 1}
5: Randomly sample k entities tnegi |k1 from SynSet but not mentioned in Syni
6: Generate k negative set-term pairs for pos j , denoted as neg j |k1 = {(t1, · · · , ti−1, · · · , ti+1, · · · , tn); tnegi |k1; 0}
7: Merge pos j and neg j |k1 into SE P → {(pos j , neg j |k1)};
8: end for
9: end for
10: return SE Ps

Fig. 3 Architecture of bilateral
context-based Siamese network
classifier

merging errors: each term in the enumerated entity synonyms
must be a named entity, noun, or noun phrase.

To generate Chinese distant supervision knowledge, we
apply 1 Hanlp2 to link the entities involved in Cn-SynSets
to two Chinese web corpora, namely, Baidu Encyclopedia
articles1 and SogouCA.3 Next, we generate two real-world
Chinese entity synonym set datasets: BDSynSetTra and
SGSynSetTra, respectively, denoted as

BDSynSetTra = {Syn1, . . . ,Syni , . . . ,SynN }, (1)

SGSynSetTra = {Syn1, . . . ,Syni , . . . ,SynM }, (2)

1 https://baike.baidu.com/.
2 https://github.com/hankcs/HanLP.
3 http://www.sogou.com/labs/resource/ca.php.

where Syni = {t1, . . . , ti , . . . , tn} denotes a synonym set in
BDSynSetTra and SGSynSetTra, N and M denote numbers
of the synonym sets, n denotes the number of entities in a
synonym set, and ti denotes the entities involved in synonym
sets.

We build a collection of set-entity pairs (SEPs) for
BDSynSetTra and SGSynSetTra using Algorithm 1. The
impact of negative sample size k on the bilateral-context-
based Siamese network classifier is discussed in the section
“Effect of negative sample size”.
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Bilateral-context-based Siamese network classifier

Shen et al. [15] proposed a synonym set-instance classifier to
determine whether a new input entity should be inserted into
the existing synonym set. They designed set scorer q(S) to
obtain a score for an input entity synonym set S. Next, they
used set scorer q(S̄) to obtain a new score for a new input
entity synonym set S̄, where S̄ = S∪{t} and t is a new entity.
The objective function of the set-instance classifier proposed
in [15] is to use a sigmoid function to convert the difference
between q(S̄) and q(S) to a probability

p(t ∈ S) = Sigmoid(q(S̄) − q(S)). (3)

However, Shen et al. [15] use only entity embedding to
capture synonym signals, ignoring the context semantics
between the new entities and original synonym sets. These
context semantics are capable of imposing soft constraints
for determining whether a new input Chinese entity instance
should be inserted into an existing synonym set to improve
the performance of Chinese entity synonym set expansion
[40].

We present a bilateral-context-based Siamese network
classifier to capture more semantics to improve the perfor-
mance of Chinese entity synonym set-instance prediction.
The difference between the bilateral-context-based Siamese
network and the Siamese network is that we use not only
entity embeddings but also the holistic semantic associa-
tion of bilateral contexts between entities. Therefore, the
bilateral-context-based Siamese network classifier is able to
track more holistic synonym signals to determine whether a
new input Chinese entity should be included in the existing
synonym set.

As depicted in Fig. 3, the architecture of the bilateral-
context-based Siamese network classifier bc-snc(S, t) com-
prises three components: bilateral-context-level attention,
bilateral-context-based Siamese network, and permutation-
invariance-based loss function. Given synonym set S =
{t1, . . . , tn} and a new input entity t , classifier bc-snc(S, t)
learns the hidden representationsGw(S) andGw(S∪t) using
the bilateral-context-based Siamese network. Subsequently,
bc-snc(S, t) calculates the difference between Gw(S) and
Gw(S∪t) and uses a permutation-invariance-based loss func-
tion to determine whether new entity t should be included in
synonym set S.

Bilateral-context-level attention

(i) Generating bilateral context
The properties of the contexts that surround entities are

highly useful for expanding entity synonyms [25]. For exam-
ple, “乙酰水杨酸” (“acetylsalicylic acid”) and “阿司匹林”
(“aspirin”) are synonymous. The contexts such as “消炎”

Fig. 4 Context association semantic network

(“anti-inflammatory”) and “镇痛” (“analgesia”) surround-
ing these two entities are similar. Based on the distributional
hypothesis [21], we observe that the synonymous entities are
related to the following factor.

Observation 1 Context semantic consistency: If two entities
are synonymous, they are more likely to be mentioned in the
same context.

Observation 1 guides us to consider the context of entities
to capturemore synonymous features.We used a slidingwin-
dow method to generate the bilateral context of the entities.

Given entity ti , a sentence u j that contains entity ti , and a
window size of d = 5, the bilateral context of ti is acquired
from the five words {ti−5, ti−4, ti−3, ti−2, ti−1} that precede
it and five words {ti+1, ti+2, ti+3, ti+4, ti+4} that follow it.

After acquiring the bilateral context of entities, a context
association semantic network is constructed. The objective
of constructing a context association semantic network is to
establish the relationship between entities and bilateral con-
text. As depicted in Fig. 4, the context association semantic
network contains entities, bilateral contexts, and weighted
paths between entities and bilateral contexts. Weighted path
wp(ti , c j ) is defined as follows:

wp(ti , c j ) = f (ti , c j )
∑m

j=1 f (ti , c j )
, (4)

where ti is an entity and c j denotes its bilateral context,
f (ti , c j ) is the number of cooccurrences between ti and c j ,
and m denotes the number of bilateral contexts for entity ti .
Given entity ti , we retrieve its n-hop bilateral contexts using
the top-k weighted paths. For example, setting n = 2 and
k = 4, based on Fig. 4, the bilateral contexts of t1 and t2 are
{c1, c2, c3, t3} and {c5, t4, c8, c6}, respectively.

(ii) Building context-level attention
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Fig. 5 Context-level attention mechanism

A context-level attention mechanism is proposed to learn
lower weights for weakly relevant bilateral contexts and
higher weights for strongly relevant contexts. Mikolov et al.
[41] studied the relationships between some word embed-
dings, such as eLondon −eBeijing ≈ eParis −eTokyo and eUSA −
eUnited States ≈ eU.K − eUnited Kingdom, which shows that the
relationships between differentwords can be reflected in their
word embeddings. Based on the above ideas, Ji et al. [42]
used erelation = ei − e j to represent the relationship between
word embeddings ei and e j and used the similarity between
erelation and a given instance expression to learn the attention
weight.

Figure 5 depicts the detailed structure of the proposed
attention mechanism. Given input entity set S = {t1, . . . , tn}
and its bilateral context set C = {c1, . . . , cl}, the details of
context-level attention are as follows:

– First, context-level attention transforms S = {t1, . . . , tn}
and C = {c1, . . . , cl} into embedding sets es =
{et1, . . . , etn} and ec = {ec1, . . . , ecl}, respectively.

– Second, for each context embedding eck ∈ ec, context-
level attention calculates the alignweightsα = {αc1, . . . ,

αck, . . . , αcl}, denoted by

αck =
∑n

j=1 eck · et j
∑l

i=1
∑n

j=1 eci · et j
. (5)

– Third, the outputs of context-level attention are context
features Atten = {a1, . . . , ak, . . . , al}, where ak = eck ·
αck .

Bilateral-context-based Siamese network

The bilateral-context-based Siamese network is designed to
capture synonymous features from the bilateral context of
entities and entity embeddings. As depicted in Fig. 6, this
network includes two components: the embedding feature
extractor and bilateral-context-based feature extractor.

(i) Embedding feature extractor
The objective of the embedding feature extractor is to

extract synonymous features from entity embeddings. As
depicted in Fig. 6, the architecture of the embedding feature
extractor is as follows:

– First, given input set S = (t1, . . . , tm), S ∈ {(t1, . . . , tn),
(t1, . . . , tn, t)}, where m is equal to n or n + 1. The
embedding feature extractor represents set (t1, . . . , tm)

as embeddings (e1, . . . , em) via the embedding lookup
table.

– Second, embeddings (e1, . . . , em) are input into neural
network θ1(·) with a two-layer fully connected structure.
Next, embeddings (e1, . . . , em) are transformed into m
hidden representations as H1 = (θ1(e1), . . . , θ1(em)).

– Third, a summation operation is used to change H1 into
a hidden representation H2 = ∑m

i=1 θ1(ei ).
– Fourth, H2 is input into neural network θ2(·) with
a three-layer fully connected structure. Subsequently,
representation H2 is transformed into a hidden represen-
tation as H3 = θ2(H2).

(ii) Bilateral-context-based feature extractor
Theobjective of thebilateral-context-based feature extrac-

tor is to capture synonymous features from context features
Atten = {a1, . . . , ak, . . . , al} generated from the context-
level attentionmechanism.As depicted in Fig. 6, the structure
of the bilateral-context-based feature extractor is as follows.

– First, context features Atten = {a1, . . . , ak, . . . , al} are
input into neural network θ̄1(·) with a two-layer fully
connected structure. Next, Atten = {a1, . . . , ak, . . . , al}
are transformed into l hidden representations as H̄1 =
(θ̄1(a1), . . . , θ̄1(al)).

– Second, a summation operation is used to change H̄1 into
hidden representation H̄2 = ∑l

i=1 θ̄1(ai ).
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Fig. 6 Architecture of
bilateral-context-based Siamese
network

– Third, hidden representation H̄2 is input into neural net-
work θ̄2(·) with a three-layer fully connected structure.
Subsequently, representation H̄2 is transformed into a
hidden representation as H̄3 = θ̄2(H̄2).

After obtaining representation H3 of the embedding
feature extractor and representation H̄3 of the bilateral-
context-based feature extractor, the output of the bilateral-
context-based Siamese network is calculated using a linear
combination function

Gw(φ) = (1 − μ) · H3 + μ · H̄3, (6)

where φ ∈ {S, S ∪ t}. μ ∈ [0, 1] denotes a hyperparameter.
The impact of μ on the classifier is discussed in the section
“Hyperparameter analysis”.

Permutation-invariance-based loss function

To determine whether a new input Chinese entity should
be inserted into an existing Chinese synonym set, we use
a permutation-invariance-based loss function to train the
bilateral-context-based Siamese network classifier. The per-
mutation invariance of the sets is widely used in many fields,
such as set expansion, point cloud classification, and outlier
detection [43]. For Chinese entity synonym set expansion,
permutation invariance is as follows:

Observation 2 Permutation invariance of entity synonym
sets. If a new entity t is synonymous with an existing entity
synonym set S = {t1, . . . , tn}, then S = {t1, . . . , tn} and
the new set S̄ = {t1, . . . , tn, t} are permutation invariant in
semantics.

Observation 2 is obvious. For example, the semantics of
sets {“The United States”, “America”} and {“The United
States”, “America”, “USA"} are identical, because “The
United States", “America”, and “USA” are synonymous; the
semantics of sets {“土豆”, “洋芋”} and {“土豆”, “洋芋””,
“马铃薯”} are identical, where “土豆”, “洋芋”, and “马铃
薯” are the Chinese synonyms for the entity “potato”.

Inspiredby the above,weminimize thedifferencebetween
outputs Gw(S) and Gw(S ∪ t) to train the bilateral-context-
based Siamese network classifier bc-snc(S, t). As depicted
in Fig. 3, given entity t and synonym set S = {t1, . . . , tn},
the difference between Gw(S) and Gw(S ∪ t) is calculated,
denoted Dw(S, t) = Gw(S ∪ t) − Gw(S). Next, we use a
sigmoid function to transform Dw(S, t) into score fw(S, t)

fw(S, t) = Sigmoid(Dw(S, t)). (7)

Following Shen et al. [15], we use a log-loss function to
train classifier bc-snc(S, t):

L = log( fw(S, t)) · y − log(1 − fw(S, t)) · (1 − y), (8)

where y = 1 if entity t can be expanded into synonym set
S = {t1, . . . , tn} and y = 0 otherwise.

Entity synonym set expansion algorithm

This section introduces our Chinese entity synonym set
expansion algorithm. In the algorithm, not only the bilateral-
context-based Siamese network classifier but also the entity
expansion filtering strategy is used for expanding Chinese
entity synonym sets.
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Entity expansion filtering strategy

According to the definition of the entity synonym set, the
synonym entities have the following common feature.

Observation 3 Domain consistency. Entities belonging to
different domains cannot have a synonymous relationship.

Observation 3 is quite intuitive. For example, on the one
hand, entity “番茄 (tomato)” and entity “西红柿 (another
Chinese name for tomato)” are synonymous, whereas these
two entities and entity “汽车 (automobile)” vary widely. On
the other hand, entity “土豆网 (a video website)” and entity
“土豆 (potato)” cannot be synonymous, because these two
entities belong to different domains.

Based on Observations 1 and 3, we use similarity filtering
and domain filtering to filter out wrong synonym entities,
thereby mitigating error propagation caused by the Siamese
network classifier.

(i) Similarity filtering
Given a new entity t and synonym set S = {t1, . . . , tn},

e(t) and e(ti ) are embedding representations of entities t
and ti ∈ S. The similarity between t and ti is calculated as
follows:

Sim(t, ti ) = e(t) · e(ti )
‖e(t)‖ · ‖e(ti )‖ . (9)

Then, the similarity between t and synonym set S is as fol-
lows:

¯Sim(S, t) = 1

n
·

n∑

i=1

Sim(t, ti ). (10)

(ii) Domain filtering
Similarly, given a new entity t and synonym set S =

{t1, . . . , tn}, the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence is used
to calculate the domain consistency of t and ti ∈ S, denoted
by

KL(t, ti ) =
∑

[p(t) · log(p(t)) − p(t) · log(q(ti ))], (11)

where p(t) and q(ti ) denote the context distributions for t
and ti , respectively. The domain consistency between t and
synonym set S is as follows:

K̄L(S, t) = 1

n
·

n∑

i=1

KL(t, ti ), (12)

¯KL-T (S, t) = 1 − tanh(K̄L(S, t)), (13)

where ¯KL-T (S, t) ∈ [0, 1] is the domain consistency trans-
formed using the tanh function.

Table 1 Dataset statistics

Description BDSynSetTra SGSynSetTra

# of entities for training 33,404 4,748

# of synonym sets for training 16,742 2305

# of entities for testing 3861 577

# of synonym sets for testing 1182 255

To balance the effects of similarity filtering and domain fil-
tering on the entity synonym set expansion algorithm, we use
a linear function to combine similarity filtering and domain
filtering

Filter(S, t) = (1 − δ) · ¯Sim(S, t) + δ · ¯KL-T (S, t), (14)

where δ ∈ [0, 1] is a hyperparameter. The impact of δ on
the algorithm is discussed in the section “Hyperparameter
analysis”.

Set expansion algorithm

The entity synonym set expansion algorithm is depicted in
Algorithm 2. The algorithm uses a bilateral-context-based
Siamese network classifier bc-snc(S, t), the Chinese entity
vocabulary V = {t1, . . . , ti , . . . , t|V |}, an entity expansion
filtering score Filter(S, t), and two thresholds κ and λ as
input and expands all Chinese entities in V into a Chinese
entity synonym set pool P = {p1, . . . , pk, . . . , p|N |}.

Particularly, the algorithm traverses all entities ti ∈ V to
compute the score fw(pk, ti )of classifier bc-snc(S, t) and the
filtering score Filter(pk, ti ) of the entity expansion filtering
strategy. If fw(pk, ti ) > κ and Filter(pk, ti ) > λ, then the
algorithm adds entity ti to set pk . Otherwise, the algorithm
expands a new set p|P|+1 = {ti } into set pool P , where |P|
is the current number of Chinese entity synonym sets in pool
P . The entity synonym set expansion algorithm stops after
traversing all the entities in the vocabulary.

Experiments

In this section, the proposed approach is applied to two Chi-
nese real-world datasets: BDSynSetTra and SGSynSetTra.
Chinese segmentation and part-of-speech (POS) tagging are
performed using Hanlp. We employWord2Vec4 [41] to train
Chinese word embeddings for Baidu Encyclopedia articles
and SogouCA. To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach,
we compare the results with those of some existing state-of-
the-art approaches. Furthermore, we evaluate the impact of

4 https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/word2vec.html.
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Algorithm 2 Chinese entity synonym set expansion algorithm
Input: (1) A bilateral-context-based siamese network classifier bc-snc(S, t); (2) a Chinese entity vocabulary V ; (3) an entity expansion filtering

score Filter(S, t); (4) two thresholds κ and λ.
Output: A Chinese entity synonym set pool P = {p1, · · · , pk , · · · , p|N |}
1: Initialize the first set p1 = {t1}, add p1 into pool P = {p1};
2: for each i ∈ [2, |V |] do //traverse entity vocabulary V
3: 0 → best_score; //initialize best_score to 0
4: 1 → best_index ; //initialize best_index to 1
5: for each k ∈ [1, |P|] do //traverse set pool P
6: if fw(pk , ti ) > best_score then //measure the score of classifier bc-snc(S, t)
7: fw(pk , ti ) → best_score; //update best_score
8: k → best_index ; //update best_index
9: end if
10: end for
11: if fw(pbest_index , ti ) > κ and Filter(pbest_index , ti ) > λ then //evaluate the scores fw and Filter
12: pbest_index · add(ti ); //a new entity is added into set pbest_index
13: else
14: P · append(p|P|+1 = {ti }); //a new set is expanded into pool P
15: end if
16: end for
17: return P

various values of hyperparameters on the performance of our
approach. Finally, we perform ablation and case studies to
evaluate the role of bilateral context and entity filtering strate-
gies in improving the performance of the proposed approach.

Experimental settings

Datasets

Table 1 lists the statistics of theBDSynSetTra andSGSynSet-
Tra datasets used for the Chinese entity synonym set expan-
sion task in this study. The descriptions of the two datasets
are as follows:

– BDSynSetTra is created from the Baidu Encyclopedia
articles. The CN-Dbpedia knowledge base and Hanlp
tool are used to process and link the entities in the Baidu
Encyclopedia articles. In this dataset, 33,404 entities and
16,742 synonym sets are used for training, and 3861 enti-
ties and 1182 synonym sets are used for testing.

– SGSynSetTra is created from the SogouCA corpus. The
CN-Dbpedia knowledge base and Hanlp tool are used to
process and link the entities in SogouCA. In this dataset,
4748 entities and 2305 synonym sets are used for train-
ing, and 577 entities and 255 synonym sets are used for
testing.

Benchmark methods for comparison

The following methods are used as benchmarks to compare
the performance of the proposed approach.

– K-means. K-means5 clustering algorithm is used to
discover Chinese entity synonym entity sets from the
Chinese entity vocabulary built from the datasets. We
predefine a suitable cluster number K for each dataset.
The inputs of the K-means algorithm are the entity
embeddings, and the outputs are clustered Chinese entity
synonym sets.

– Birch. Birch6 is a hierarchical clustering algorithm. We
predefine a suitable cluster number K for each dataset.
The inputs of the Birch algorithm are entity embeddings,
and the outputs are clustered Chinese synonym entity
sets.

– SVM. SVM7 is a supervised approach. First, the approach
trains a support vector machine (SVM) classifier to
predict Chinese synonym set-instance pairs. Next, the
trained SVM classifier is used to expand Chinese entity
synonym sets from the datasets.

– BPNN. BPNN8 is a supervised approach. First, the
approach trains a back propagation neural network
(BPNN) classifier to predict Chinese synonym set-
instance pairs. Next, the trained BPNN classifier is used
to expand Chinese entity synonym sets from the datasets.

– SynSetMine. SynSetMine9 [15] is a supervised approach.
First, the approach trains a Chinese set-instance classi-
fier within embedding and post-transformers to predict
Chinese synonym set-instance pairs. Next, the approach
uses a set generation algorithm to expand Chinese entity

5 https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/clustering.html#k-means.
6 https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/clustering.html#birch.
7 https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/svm.html.
8 https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/neural_networks_supervised.
html.
9 https://github.com/mickeystroller/SynSetMine-pytorch.
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synonym sets from the entity vocabulary built from the
datasets.

– AutoECES. AutoECES [32] is a supervised approach.
First, the approach trains a triplet network classifier to
predict Chinese synonym set-instance pairs. Next, the
trained triplet network classifier is used to expand Chi-
nese entity synonym sets from the datasets.

– SynonymNet. SynonymNet10 [25] is a supervised approach.
First, the approach trains a SynonymNet classifier to
predict Chinese synonym set-instance pairs. Next, the
trained SynonymNet classifier is used to expand Chinese
entity synonym sets from the datasets.

– CNSynSetE. CNSynSetE is our proposed approach. In
this approach, a bilateral-context-based Siamese network
classifier is first designed to predict Chinese synonym
set-instance pairs. Next, the approach uses an expansion
algorithmwithin the entity expansion filtering strategy to
expand Chinese entity synonym sets from the datasets.

Parameter settings

For fairness of experimental evaluation, all the compared
approaches use 100-dimensional Chinese entity embeddings
trained using Word2Vec. For embedding and bilateral-
context-based feature extractors, the sizes of the two-layer
fully connected neural network are 100 and 250, and the
sizes of the three-layer fully connected neural network are
250, 500, and 250. The Adam optimizer is used to optimize
the bilateral-context-based Siamese network classifier.

In CNSynSetE, there are four hyperparameters, namely,
μ, δ, κ , and λ. In particular, μ is the adjustment parameter
for bilateral context features, δ is the adjustment parameter
for the similarity and domain filtering, κ is a threshold for
the bilateral-context-based Siamese network classifier, λ is a
threshold for the entity expansion filtering strategy. Particle
swarm optimization [44, 45] is employed to obtain the opti-
mal hyperparameter values (see the section “Hyperparameter
analysis” for the analysis of parameters). The optimal values
of μ, δ, κ , and λ are listed in Table 2.

Metrics

Three common clustering metrics, namely, the Fowlkes–
Mallows score11 (FMI), adjusted Rand index12 (ARI), and
normalizedmutual information13 (NMI), are used tomeasure

10 https://github.com/czhang99/SynonymNet.
11 https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.metrics.
fowlkes_mallows_score.html.
12 https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.metrics.
adjusted_rand_score.html.
13 https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.metrics.
normalized_mutual_info_score.html.

Table 2 Hyperparameter settings

Parameter BDSynSetTra SGSynSetTra

Learning rate 0.00005 0.00005

Dropout rate 0.4 0.4

Negative sample size k 50 50

μ 0.3 0.2

δ 0.7 0.1

κ 0.7 0.1

λ 0.2 0.6

the performances of the proposed approach and the selected
benchmark approaches.

– FMI. FMI is usually used to compute the similarity
between two given clusters. It is calculated as follows:

FMI = TP√
(FP + TP) · (FN + TP)

, (15)

where TP denotes the number of true-positive element
pairs belonging to identical clusters in both true labels
and prediction labels. FP denotes the number of false-
positive element pairs belonging to identical clusters in
true labels but not in prediction labels. FN denotes the
number of false-negative element pairs belonging to iden-
tical clusters in prediction labels but not in true labels.

– ARI. ARI is another similarity metric computed using
Rand index (RI). It is calculated as follows:

RI = TP − TN

N
, (16)

ARI = RI − E(RI)

max(RI) − E(RI)
, (17)

where TN denotes the number of true-negative element
pairs belonging to identical clusters in both false labels
and prediction labels. N is the total number of element
pairs.

– NMI. NMI is computed using mutual information (MI)
and information entropy (IE). It is calculated as follows:

NMI(A, B) = I (A, B)√
H(A) · H(B)

, (18)

where H(A) is the IE of A and I (A, B) is theMI between
A and B.

In addition, we use the precision (P), recall (R), and F1
scores (F1) to measure the effectiveness of the bilateral-
context-based Siamese network classifier in predicting syn-
onym set-instance pairs. The area under the curve (AUC)
and mean average precision (MAP) are used to measure the
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Table 3 Chinese entity
synonym set expansion
performance comparison

BDSynSetTra SGSynSetTra

Approach FMI (%) ARI (%) NMI (%) FMI (%) ARI (%) NMI (%)

K-means 3.44 0.73 81.50 34.48 28.73 92.44

Birch 4.96 1.44 83.97 44.56 39.93 94.36

SVM 9.10 5.80 84.25 17.79 11.49 84.11

BPNN 37.61 32.79 92.73 51.97 51.51 94.91

SynSetMine 48.82 48.64 96.06 73.23 73.04 97.24

AutoECES 52.96 52.73 96.11 74.07 73.87 97.27

SynonymNet 54.45 54.19 96.34 74.52 74.14 97.36

CNSynSetE 60.95 60.83 96.79 81.38 81.15 98.21

The best values of experiments are highlighted in bold

performance of the bilateral-context-based Siamese network
classifier.

Experimental results

Chinese entity synonym set expansion performance
analysis

The results of Chinese entity synonym set expansion tasks
obtained using the proposedCNSynSetE and selected bench-
mark approaches are tabulated in Table 3. From the data
in the table, it is evident that CNSynSetE outperforms the
selected benchmark approaches in terms of the FMI, ARI,
and NMI. An exception is that its FMI, ARI, and NMI
results for the BDSynSetTra dataset are lower than those for
the SGSynSetTra dataset. This is attributed to the fact that
the Chinese synonym entity sets in SGSynSetTra are more
common than those in BDSynSetTra. The bilateral-context
knowledge, similarity information, and domain information
of common Chinese synonym entities are rich and capable of
capturing more synonymous semantics to improve the per-
formance of the Chinese entity synonym set expansion task.

From the data in Table 3, the K-means and Birch
approaches achieve lower FMI, ARI, and NMI results on
the BDSynSetTra and SGSynSetTra datasets, which means
that a more elaborate learning model is required to improve
the performance of Chinese entity synonym set expansion.
In the supervised approach, SVM achieves the lowest FMI,
ARI, and NMI results. One possible reason is that the SVM
cannot capture enough synonymous features to predict syn-
onym set-instance pairs. The FMI, ARI, and NMI results
of BPNN are lower than those of SynSetMine, AutoE-
CES, and SynonymNet. This again indicates that a more
elaborate neural network model is required for the Chi-
nese entity synonym set expansion task. Compared with
SynSetMine, AutoECES, and SynonymNet, the proposed
CNSynSetE approach performs better in terms of the FMI,
ARI, and NMI. The aforementioned analysis indicates that

Table 4 Chinese entity synonymset-pair-based expansion performance
comparison

BDSynSetTra SGSynSetTra

Approach P (%) R (%) F1 (%) P (%) R (%) F1 (%)

SVM 3.33 24.86 5.88 6.76 46.80 11.82

BPNN 22.07 64.09 32.84 58.55 46.13 51.60

SynSetMine 45.05 52.90 48.66 68.96 77.78 73.10

AutoECES 50.34 47.35 49.26 65.34 79.37 71.67

SynonymNet 59.71 49.65 54.21 67.88 81.82 74.20

CNSynSetE 57.46 64.66 60.85 87.21 75.95 81.19

The best values of experiments are highlighted in bold

the bilateral-context-based Siamese network classifier and
entity expansion filtering strategies can improve the perfor-
mance of the Chinese entity synonym set expansion task.

Table 4 lists the P, R, and F1 results of the proposed and
selected benchmark approaches for Chinese entity synonym
set-pair-based expansion. From the data in the table, it is evi-
dent that CNSynSetE outperforms the other approaches in
respect of most of the parameters. SVM still achieves the
lowest P, R, and F1 results. This is because SVM is based on
pairwise similarity and does not have a holistic synonymous
semantics view of Chinese entity synonym set. An excep-
tion is that the P result of SynonymNet on the BDSynSetTra
dataset and the R result of SynonymNet on the SGSynSet-
Tra dataset are higher than those of CNSynSetE. However,
the F1 results of CNSynSetE are higher than those of all
of the compared approaches. This again demonstrates that
the bilateral-context-based Siamese network classifier and
the entity expansion filtering strategies are effective for the
Chinese entity synonym set expansion task.

Chinese entity synonym set-instance classifier performance
analysis

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the bilateral-
context-based Siamese network classifier in Chinese entity
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Table 5 Chinese entity synonym set-instance prediction performance
comparison

BDSynSetTra SGSynSetTra

Approach P (%) R (%) F1 (%) P (%) R (%) F1 (%)

SVM 9.64 87.31 17.36 79.96 75.61 77.72

BPNN 98.10 87.46 92.48 87.50 34.15 49.12

SynSetMine 96.99 80.46 87.95 98.16 79.92 88.11

AutoECES 95.97 80.34 87.46 97.34 80.16 87.92

SynonymNet 98.44 84.08 90.70 97.91 87.80 92.58

CNSynSetE 98.70 88.60 93.38 98.12 87.99 92.78

The best values of experiments are highlighted in bold

synonym set-instance prediction. Table 5 lists the P, R, and
F1 results on Chinese entity synonym set-instance predic-
tion obtained using various approaches. SVM still achieves
the lowest P, R, and F1 results on the BDSynSetTra and
SGSynSetTra datasets. The P, R, and F1 results of BPNN
on the BDSynSetTra dataset are higher than those on the
SGSynSetTra dataset. Compared with SynSetMine, AutoE-
CES, and SynonymNet, CNSynSetE obtains the highest
F1 results on the BDSynSetTra and SGSynSetTra datasets.
These results indicate that the Siamese network classifier
combined with bilateral context can effectively improve the
performance of Chinese entity synonym set-instance predic-
tion.

A comparison of precision–recall curves of all approaches
is depicted in Fig. 7. In general, it is evident that CNSynSetE
achieves higher precision results when compared with the
other approaches for the whole range of recall results. An
exception is that SVM performs significantly worse when

Table 6 Comparison of AUC and MAP for Chinese entity synonym
set-instance prediction

BDSynSetTra SGSynSetTra

Approach AUC (%) MAP (%) AUC (%) MAP (%)

SVM 61.44 57.60 89.42 81.37

BPNN 99.71 99.09 94.62 85.99

SynSetMine 99.78 98.79 99.72 98.91

AutoECES 99.38 97.82 99.06 97.40

SynonymNet 99.85 99.29 99.89 99.35

CNSynSetE 99.91 99.61 99.92 99.60

The best values of experiments are highlighted in bold

compared with the other approaches. For BPNN, the results
of precision–recall curves on the BDSynSetTra dataset are
higher than those on the SGSynSetTra dataset. In addition,
we found little difference in the results of the precision–
recall curves for CNSynSetE, SynonymNet, AutoECES,
and SynSetMine. However, the FMI and ARI results (see
Table 3) of SynonymNet, AutoECES, and SynSetMine are
lower than those of CNSynSetE. This again implies that the
bilateral-context-based Siamese network classifier and entity
expansion filtering strategies can effectively improve the per-
formance of the Chinese entity synonym set expansion task.

Table 6 lists the AUC and MAP results for Chinese
entity synonym set-instance prediction obtained using var-
ious approaches. The AUC and MAP results of SVM are
still lower than those of the other approaches. For BPNN,
the AUC and MAP results on the BDSynSetTra dataset are
higher than those on the SGSynSetTra dataset. Similar to
the precision–recall curves, the AUC and MAP results of

Fig. 7 Comparison of precision–recall curves for Chinese entity synonym set-instance prediction
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CNSynSetE, SynonymNet, AutoECES, and SynSetMine are
not very different. This means that relying on an excellent
prediction model alone may not achieve good results in the
two-step Chinese entity synonym set expansion task.

Hyperparameter analysis

In the aforementioned results, we used the optimal hyper-
parameters μ, δ, κ , and λ (see Table 2) to analyze the
performance of CNSynSetE. To further analyze the effects of
these hyperparameters onCNSynSetE, we conduct a detailed
performance analysis for each hyperparameter. The perfor-
mance results for various values of these hyperparameters
are depicted in Fig. 8.

– μ analysis. μ is the adjustment parameter for bilateral
context features. We fix hyperparameters δ, κ , and λ as
the optimal parameter values and assign a value between
0.1 and 0.9 to hyperparameter μ. In Fig. 8a, the FMI val-
ues of CNSynSetE are stable on the BDSynSetTra and
SGSynSetTra datasets. In particular, on the BDSynSet-
Tra dataset, CNSynSetE obtains a higher FMI value
whenμ = 0.3; on the SGSynSetTra dataset, CNSynSetE
obtains a higher FMI value when μ = 0.2.

– δ analysis. δ is the adjustment parameter for similarity
and domain filtering. We fix hyperparameters μ, κ , and
λ as the optimal parameter values and assign a value
between 0.1 and 0.9 to hyperparameter δ. It is evident
from Fig. 8b that the FMI values of CNSynSetE decrease
with a increase in δ for theSGSynSetTra dataset. TheFMI
values of CNSynSetE first increase and then decrease
with an increase in δ for the BDSynSetTra dataset. On
the BDSynSetTra dataset, CNSynSetE obtains a higher
FMI value when δ = 0.7; on the SGSynSetTra dataset,
CNSynSetE obtains a higher FMI value when δ = 0.1.

– κ analysis. κ is the threshold for the bilateral-context-
based Siamese network classifier. We fix hyperparam-
eters μ, δ, and λ as the optimal parameter values and
assign a value between 0.1 and 0.9 to hyperparame-
ter κ . It is evident from Fig. 8c that the FMI values
of CNSynSetE decrease with an increase in κ for the
SGSynSetTra dataset. The FMI values of CNSynSetE
first increase and then decrease with an increase in κ for
the BDSynSetTra dataset. On the BDSynSetTra dataset,
CNSynSetEobtains a higherFMIvaluewhenκ = 0.7; on
the SGSynSetTra dataset, CNSynSetE obtains a higher
FMI value when κ = 0.1.

– λ analysis. λ is the threshold for the entity expansion fil-
tering strategy. We fix the hyperparametersμ, δ, and κ as

Fig. 8 Performance results for various values of hyperparameters
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Table 7 Comparison of time
consumption

Approach Training Prediction

BDSynSetTra SGSynSetTra BDSynSetTra SGSynSetTra

K-means – – 8.86 s 1.55 s

Bitch – – 9.74 s 2.16 s

SVM 1.2h 6m 6.46s 1.38 s

BPNN 8h 49m 5.12s 1.14 s

SynSetMine 9.1h 51m 5.46s 1.21 s

AutoECES 9.3h 57m 7.28s 1.57 s

SynonymNet 10.2h 1.1h 7.17 s 1.45 s

CNSynSetE 9.4h 53m 6.29s 1.28 s

the optimal parameter values and assign a value between
0.1 and 0.9 to hyperparameter λ. It is evident fromFig. 8d
that both the FMI values of CNSynSetE first increase and
then decrease with an increase in λ for the BDSynSetTra
and SGSynSetTra datasets. On the BDSynSetTra dataset,
CNSynSetEobtains a higher FMIvaluewhenλ = 0.2; on
the SGSynSetTra dataset, CNSynSetE obtains a higher
FMI value when λ = 0.6.

Based on these analyses, setting μ = 0.3, δ = 0.7,
κ = 0.7, and λ = 0.2 is recommended for the BDSynSetTra
dataset, and setting μ = 0.2, δ = 0.1, κ = 0.1, and λ = 0.6
is recommended for the SGSynSetTra dataset.

Effect of negative sample size

To evaluate the impact of negative sample size k on the
bilateral-context-based Siamese network classifier, this sec-
tion evaluates how different negative sample sizes will affect
the performance of bilateral-context-based Siamese network
classifier on BDSynSetTra and SGSynSetTra datasets.

The experimental results of different negative sample sizes
are shown in Fig. 9.We find that both the FMI values increase
with an increase in negative sample size k for the BDSynSet-

Fig. 9 Performance results for different negative sample sizes

Tra and SGSynSetTra datasets. Thus, the value of negative
sample size k in the range of 30–60 is recommended for the
BDSynSetTra dataset, and the value of negative sample size
k in the range of 20–60 is recommended for the SGSynSetTra
dataset.

Time consumption

This section gives the time consumption of the comparison
approaches. The PyTorch library is used to implement the
neural network models (BPNN, SynSetMine, AutoECES,
SynonymNet, and CNSynSetE). The clustering models (K-
means and Bitch) and SVM are run on CPU and the neural
network models are run on Quadro RTX6000 GPU.

Comparison results are listed in Table 7. The time con-
sumption of the proposed CNSynSetE is close to the other
models. In the neural network models, BPNN obtains the
faster prediction, but its performance is low. SynSetMine is
faster thanAutoECES and SynonymNet. CNSynSetE is rela-
tively slower than SynSetMine. This is because CNSynSetE
integrates bilateral contexts into the Siamese network, which
sacrifices a little time to process the bilateral contexts.
However, considering the time consumption and the afore-
mentioned metrics, CNSynSetE is an effective approach for
discovering Chinese entity synonym sets.

Ablation study

To further analyze the impact of the subcomponents of our
proposed approach (e.g., bilateral context information, sim-
ilarity filtering strategy, and domain filtering strategy) on its
overall performance, we divide the proposed approach into
four ablation approaches: No-BiContext, No-FiltStrategy,
No-SimFiltering, and No-DomFiltering.

– No-BiContext. No-BiContext is an ablation approach
that does not use bilateral context information. First,
this strategy uses a Siamese network classifier to predict
synonym set-instance pairs. Next, it uses an expansion
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Table 8 Performance
comparison for our approach,
compared approach, and
ablation approaches to Chinese
entity synonym set expansion

Approach BDSynSetTra SGSynSetTra

FMI (%) ARI (%) NMI (%) FMI (%) ARI (%) NMI (%)

No-BiContext 51.74 51.55 96.18 77.44 77.39 97.67

No-FiltStrategy 56.22 55.65 96.18 74.15 73.38 97.34

No-SimFiltering 2.66 0.14 94.94 32.82 23.01 94.34

No-DomFiltering 56.25 55.68 96.19 78.24 77.73 97.89

SynSetMine 48.82 48.64 96.06 73.23 73.04 97.24

AutoECES 52.96 52.73 96.11 74.07 73.87 97.27

SynonymNet 54.45 54.19 96.34 74.52 74.14 97.36

CNSynSetE 60.95 60.83 96.79 81.38 81.15 98.21

The best values of experiments are highlighted in bold

Fig. 10 Precision–recall curves for CNSynSetE and No-BiContext approaches

algorithm with similarity and domain filtering strategies
to expand Chinese entity synonym sets.

– No-FiltStrategy. No-FiltStrategy is an ablation
approach that does not use anyfiltering strategy. First, this
strategy uses a bilateral-context-based Siamese network
classifier to predict synonym set-instance pairs. Next, it
uses an expansion algorithm without using the similarity
and domain filtering strategies to expand Chinese entity
synonym sets.

– No-SimFiltering. No-SimFiltering is an ablation
approach that does not use the similarity filtering strat-
egy. First, this approach uses a bilateral-context-based
Siamese network classifier to predict synonym set-
instance pairs. Next, it uses an expansion algorithm with
only a domain filtering strategy to expand Chinese entity
synonym sets.

– No-DomFiltering.No-DomFiltering is an ablation approach
that does not use the domain filtering strategy. First, this

approach uses a bilateral-context-based Siamese network
classifier to predict synonym set-instance pairs. Next, it
uses an expansion algorithm with only a similarity filter-
ing strategy to expand Chinese entity synonym sets.

Table 8 lists the experimental results of CNSynSetE,
SynSetMine, AutoECES, SynonymNet, and the aforemen-
tioned ablation approaches to Chinese entity synonym set
expansion. It is evident from the data in the table that
CNSynSetE achieves the best experimental results in terms of
FMI, ARI, and NMI. An exception is that No-SimFiltering
achieves the lowest experimental results, meaning that the
Chinese entity synonym set expansion algorithm with only
a domain filtering strategy worsens the performance of
CNSynSetE. The experimental results of No-FiltStrategy are
close to SynSetMine, AutoECES, and SynonymNet. How-
ever, the experimental results of CNSynSetE are better than
SynSetMine, AutoECES, and SynonymNet when adding the
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Fig. 11 Output Chinese entity synonym sets obtained using the proposed approach on the BDSynSetTra dataset. Black vertices and edges denote
the correct output synonym sets. Red vertices and edges denote the wrong output synonym sets

filtering strategies (similarity filtering and domain filtering).
The above analysis indicates that similarity filtering and
domain filtering play a positive role in improving the per-
formance of CNSynSetE in the Chinese entity synonym set
expansion task.

To further evaluate the impact of bilateral context infor-
mation, we compare the bilateral-context-based Siamese net-
work classifier ofCNSynSetEwith theSiamesenetwork clas-
sifier ofNo-BiContext. Figure10 depicts the precision–recall
curves for CNSynSetE and No-BiContext. The precision
results of CNSynSetE are higher than those of No-BiContext
considering thewhole range of recall results. This proves that

integrating the bilateral context information into the Siamese
network classifier can indeed improve the performance of the
Chinese entity synonym set expansion task.

Case study

To verify the effectiveness of our proposed approach and
analyze the reasons for the incorrect results generated by our
approach, a case study is presented in this subsection.

Figures 11 and 12 depict the visual output Chinese entity
synonym sets obtained using the proposed approach on the
BDSynSetTra and SGSynSetTra datasets, respectively. The
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Fig. 12 Output Chinese entity synonym sets obtained using the pro-
posed approach on the SGSynSetTra dataset. Black vertices and edges
denote the correct output synonym sets. Red vertices and edges denote
the wrong output synonym sets

black vertices and edges denote the correct output synonym
sets. The red vertices and edges denote the wrong output
synonym sets. It is evident from these figures that most of
the Chinese entity synonym sets with sizes 2 and 3 are correct
results. However, we report the following error case: when
the size of the synonym set continues to increase, the error
rate of the set continues to increase. To further analyze the
causes for this error case, as listed in Table 9, some Chinese
entity synonym set outputs of our approach are randomly

selected (only ten synonym sets are given for each dataset
owing to space limitations).

It is evident from the data in Table 9 that some selected
synonymsets of size 4or larger arewrong cases. For example,
{兵马俑,秦兵马俑,秦俑,马踏飞燕,铜奔马} in BDSynSet-
Tra and {元宵节,中秋节,灯节,团圆节} in SGSynSetTra are
wrong cases. The reasons are as follows:

– On the one hand, the semantic information in the Chinese
synonym set becomes more complex when the size of
the synonym set increases. This prevents the proposed
approach from capturing more synonymous information
to predict the Chinese entity synonym sets.

– On the other hand, some entities are so similar in seman-
tics that our approach cannot identify whether they are
synonymous relations or related-to relations. It is still dif-
ficult to discriminate between synonymous relations and
related-to relations for Chinese entities because of their
size and breadth.

Conclusion

This paper proposes a bilateral context and filtering strategy-
based approach to generate Chinese entity synonym sets.
Specifically, a bilateral-context-based Siamese network clas-
sifier is developed to evaluate an input Chinese entity for
its inclusion into the existing synonym set. The classifier
is capable of imposing soft holistic semantic constraints to
improve synonym prediction. To generate Chinese entity
synonym sets, a filtering-strategy-based set expansion algo-
rithm is presented. The filtering strategy are capable of
enhancing semantic and domain consistencies to filter out

Table 9 Chinese entity synonym set output examples (O denotes the output results of our approach, and G denotes the ground truth)

BDSynSetTra

Output O G Output O G

{公鸡,雄鸡} 1 1 {第一手资料,原始资料} 1 1

{安搏律定,阿普林定,茚满丙二胺,安室律定,茚丙胺} 1 1 {婚外情,外遇,出轨} 1 1

{向日葵,太阳花,向阳花} 1 1 {银鱼,面条鱼,鲥鱼,凤尾鱼} 1 0

{假钱,假钞,假币} 1 1 {赤脚,光脚,赤足} 1 1

{兵马俑,秦兵马俑,秦俑,马踏飞燕,铜奔马} 1 0 {龙眼干,桂圆干,山楂糕} 1 0

SGSynSetTra

Output O G Output O G

{堵车,交通拥堵,交通堵塞,塞车} 1 1 {脚癣,足癣,香港脚,脚气} 1 1

{午饭,午餐,中饭} 1 1 {服务器,伺服器} 1 1

{哈尔滨工业大学,哈工大} 1 1 {元宵节,中秋节,灯节,团圆节} 1 0

{妊娠期,怀孕期} 1 1 {宗谱,家谱,族谱} 1 1

{储值卡,消费卡,积分卡} 1 0 {猎狗,猎犬} 1 1
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wrong Chinese synonym entities andmitigate the problem of
error propagation caused by the Siamese network classifier.
The proposed approach and some state-of-the-art benchmark
approaches are applied to two Chinese real-world synonym
set datasets to evaluate their comparative performances. The
experimental results indicate that the proposed approach
is effective and outperforms the selected state-of-the-art
approaches in theChinese entity synonym set expansion task.

In the future, we intend to expand more Chinese entity
synonym sets from other Chinese text corpora (e.g., news
text corpora). We also intend to use a multimodal-data-
based method to discriminate between synonymous entities
and related-to entities and improve the accuracy of the final
expanded Chinese entity synonym sets. Furthermore, the use
of the proposed approach in combination with Bidirectional
Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) [46],
as an alternative approach for expanding Chinese entity syn-
onym sets, could be explored.
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